
Now we shall read the 
text “My birthday”. To 

find reason of celebrating



My Birthday 
Birthday is a very wonderful day. Everybody likes to celebrate it. It 
is a good opportunity to spend time with friends, parents, relatives. 
I was born on the 10th of January. In the morning on my birthday 
my parents lay the presents near my bed. So the first thing I see 

when I open my eyes is my presents. My Mom and Daddy and my 
little brother come to my room to congratulate me and to sing 
"Happy Birthday". Usually we hold my birthday party in the 
evening. Once we went to a cafe to celebrate my birthday, but 

usually we celebrate it at home. We clean the house the day before 
birthday. In the morning of birthday party day my father goes 

shopping and buys everything we need. My mother bakes a cake 
or pie. By the evening food is cooked, the table is laid. We put on 
evening suits and dresses and wait for the guests. The flat looks 
nice and cosy.  I am always very glad to meet my guests. I like to 
get flowers and presents. Mom gives me the telegram from my 

aunt. We have an abundant dinner on this day. Mom brings in the 
birthday cake. I blow the candles out. We dance and sing songs, 

play games and laugh, joke, tell funny stories. I think that my 
birthday is one of the best days in a year. 



 What does the girl to see when she opens her 

eyes?

 What do Mom and Daddy and little brother to 

sing the girl when they come to her room?

 Who cooks the birthday cake?

 How looks the flat?

 What does the girl think about her birthday?



What key words can you 
find in the text? Are they 

connected with our topic?



Try to explain the meaning of the following 
words in English. If you do not know, use a 
Longman dictionary.

 to congratulate
 to hold birthday party 
 to bake 
 guests 
 the table is laid 
 an abundant dinner
 to blow out



Fill in gaps with the words above.
1) Birthday is a very ________ day.
2) My mother bakes a ______or ______.
3) Mom gives me the _________ from my 
aunt.
4) We dance and sing _____, play games and 
laugh, joke, tell funny ________.



 Is it expensive for you to do on 

birthday?

 Do you like a lot of money with you?

 How much do you usually spend 

when you are to celebrate your 

birthday?



http://www.prazdnikon.ru/zakazat-den

-rojdeniy-rebenky



http://ananas01.ru/zakaz



http://aerodizayn.ru/



http://moydenrozdeniya.ru/



1) What site is the most colorful?
2) What is in common in all the sites 
and are the differences between them?
3) What are their «structures?
4) Have you heard about these 
companies?



• In my opinion …
• To my mind …
• I see your point but  …
• I guess …
• I am of the same opinion ...
• We should ...
• We could ...
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